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Proton transport in polarizable water
S. Walbran and A. A. Kornysheva)

Institute for Materials and Processes in Energy Systems (IWV-3), Research Center ‘‘Ju¨lich’’ GmbH,
D-52425 Ju¨lich, Germany

~Received 12 October 2000; accepted 16 March 2001!

Proton mobility in water determines the conductive properties of water-based proton conductors.
We address the problem of proton mobility in pure water using a new, simple, Newtonian molecular
dynamics water model which is applicable to proton-rich environments~e.g., polymer electrolyte
membranes!. This model has degrees of freedom that are ‘‘inertial’’ and ‘‘inertialess’’ relative to the
proton. The solvated proton is treated using a local empirical valence bond Hamiltonian, which
allows for the efficient simulation of full charge, energy-conserving dynamics in single and
multiple-proton systems. The solvated proton displays the Grotthus-type proton transfer mechanism,
giving significantly enhanced transport in comparison with the classical diffusion of an H3O

1 ion.
The model yields an activation energy of 0.11 eV, in excellent agreement with experiment. The
results are consistent with the observation that nonpolarizable water models, conditioned to
reproduce correct values of the static dielectric constant, are predestined to give too large activation
energies of proton mobility due to the overweighted spectrum of the slower nuclear modes.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1370393#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Water is a proton conductor. However, the intrinsic co
ductivity of distilled water is miserable due to a negligib
density of free, mobile protons of dissociation. The mobil
of protons in water is nonetheless very high. Thus, whene
an excess proton is donated to water, it runs fast.

This feature is fundamental to reactions in acids, en
matic catalysis, operation of proton pumps in living cel
and for proton transport through polymer electrolyte me
branes. The latter is crucial in the realm of technical ap
cations, primarily for low temperature fuel cells.1 In such a
system, the proton conducting polymer electrolyte membr
material, being also a kind of~polymeric! acid, absorbs wate
with consequent dissociation of acidic groups of side cha
This generates a high concentration of ‘‘free’’ protons
water-filled channels, resulting in a high conductivity of t
membrane at a sufficient water content.

The magnificent feature of water as a medium for pro
transfer is its democratic attitude to an excess proton, wh
after ‘‘birth’’ becomes exchangeable with each of the
maining protons in water. It is not the same excess pro
that hops from one water molecule to another; instead
much more efficient, relay, ‘‘Grotthus’’ mechanism of pr
ton transport takes place.2 That the Grotthus transport pre
vails over the classical H3O

1 ion diffusion has become com
monplace, but how this actually proceeds remained to b
subject of big debates.3 Only recently, after a series o
papers,4–7 has a more or less coherent view on the qualitat
features of the proton transport in water emerged, as
cussed in the next section.

While the methods used in these works are scientific
excellent, they are for a number of reasons, described

a!Electronic mail: a.kornyshev@fz-juelich.de
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detail below, inappropriate or prohibitively expensive to a
ply in more general systems of interest. In addition, the fu
damental ‘‘purity’’ of theab initio methods makes it difficult
to extract information about the broader physical princip
governing the microscopic behavior: Why is the prot
transport that fast? What forms the Franck–Condon bar
for the elementary act of proton transfer? Is the observ
relatively moderate, activation free energy~near 0.1 eV!
compatible with the mechanism of the elementary act?

An attempt to answer these questions, as well as a th
for a molecular dynamics~MD! proton transport simulation
program applicable to a cell with a large number of m
ecules and simultaneous transport of several protons,
motivated our study. Such model water could later be pou
into any relevant environment~biological, technical! in order
to follow the effect of the medium on proton conductanc
including in particular an environment which itself may d
nate protons upon water uptake and hydration.

The objective of the MD model of proton transport
pure water is to reproduce, as well as possible, equilibri
water structure, self-diffusion of water molecules, pr
exponential and activation factors of charge mobility, infr
red spectra, etc. A reasonable reproduction of these pro
ties will help ensure that, using standard atom–at
potentials for the interaction of water with the environme
we will be able to predict, at least qualitatively, the enviro
mental effect on the proton mobility. A success along the
lines will open a door for tracing changes in proton condu
tivity upon systematic chemical and structural modificatio
of the environment.

After a brief review of the current picture of proto
transport in water and the reported achievements in M
simulations, we formulate our model and simulation schem
We then present the results for structural characteristics
our model, and for the Grotthus proton dynamics in compa
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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son with the dynamics of a model H3O
1 ion and with ex-

perimental data. We find that this model of water, involvi
‘‘inertialess’’ electronic polarizability reducing Franck
Condon barriers, yields an activation barrier compatible w
the observed activation free energy of proton mobility.

The model we present here is a new model of water w
high frequency polarizability, in which a solvated proton c
move via structural diffusion. The elementary act is based
the hopping of a proton from a hydronium ion to a neighb
ing water molecule. The model has, yet, a number of sh
comings: protons still do not move fast enough, while wa
behavior is too lively. These and other deficiencies are
cussed in the end of the paper along with ways of poss
improving the model.

II. CURRENT VIEW ON PROTON TRANSPORT
IN WATER

A. Qualitative picture

The solvated proton has been envisioned in a numbe
ways. First, the excess proton could be part of an H3O

1 ion,
in which all three protons are equivalent. Second, it co
reside in a Zundel8 H5O2

1 complex with a proton betwee
two water molecules, binding them in a cluster. Third,
could be pictured as an Eigen9 H9O4

1 cluster, which consists
of an H3O

1 ion and three strongly bound H2O molecules,
each attached to one of the protons in H3O

1. One can, of
course, imagine other intermediate structural arrangeme
in any case, all of the clusters are apparently short lived
water, and their life and disappearance are crucial part
the proton transport dynamics. The generic structural di
sion pathways of the three species are pictured as follow

In the most simplistic view, the excess proton hops fro
a H3O

1 donor site to any neighboring water acceptor m
ecule, leaving a neutral water molecule behind. The pro
hop is preceded by suitable configurational and polariza
fluctuations in water; such fluctuations determine the tra
tion state. In order for the proton transfer to occur, the el
tronic overlap between the donor and acceptor which trigg
the transfer must, moreover, be strong enough; this is o
possible when the donor and acceptor acquire the prope
ordination, resembling an H5O2

1 cluster. At the distance be
tween the two oxygen atoms close to those of the equ
rium ground state of the H5O2

1 cluster in the gas phase~2.4
Å!, the interaction between the H3O

1 and H2O moieties is so
strong that there is no barrier for the proton motion along
O–H–O coordinate, and the proton is delocalized betwe
the two water molecules.10,4 The equilibrium O–O distance
may be slightly larger in the condensed phase, leavin
small barrier, and a shallow double well may emerge.

A second view, based on infrared spectral data, is on
which the H3O

1 ion is a less stable molecular entity than t
H5O2

1 complex.8 H5O2
1 would then be the basic state of th

proton and the H5O2
1 structural defect would move togethe

with its charge in water. Again, this does not involve clas
cal defect diffusion as a whole, but structural diffusion bas
proton transfer dominates and gives the high proton trans
mobility. A water molecule, next to such a cluster, fluctua
into a configuration where it forms a new H5O2

1 together
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with the nearest molecule of the original H5O2
1. This also

requires orientational adjustment and deformation of b
adjacent and remote water molecules in the original H5O2

1

cluster. Subsequent fluctuations move remote water m
ecules out of the initial H5O2

1 configuration, shifting the
charge by one water molecule. This motion may proce
along any of the four external protons of the H5O2

1 cluster.
Fluctuational preorganization followed by virtually ba

rierless proton transfer carries over to mechanisms base
the H9O4

1 cluster. This is followed by decoupling of one o
the peripheral molecules in the cluster, shifting the cente
the cluster in the direction of the incoming acceptor wa
molecule. The process runs along one of the six periph
protons.

Common to these three simplistic views is th
H1 –nH2O clusters self-assemble spontaneously up to a
tain size. If a cluster were disrupted by the configuratio
fluctuations of the same molecule whose fluctuational mot
created the cluster, there would be no charge transfer
however, the disruption were to come from one of tho
molecules which was not part of the initial cluster, the cha
would be shifted. In the class of models discussed above
activation free energy of cluster motion is of the same or
as for breaking a hydrogen bond.

Recent Kohn–Sham density functional simulations
molecular wires11 have shown that H3O

1 and H5O2
1 clusters

are the dominant defects in water.Ab initio calculations in
multimolecular water systems4 demonstrated the presence
these and larger clusters in more or less equal amounts.
particular cluster size may be important for proton cond
tivity of water in a confined geometry: squeezing water
side a membrane pore or embedding charged polymer
chains may also change the distribution balance in the c
tribution of clusters of different size, since their condens
state energies are similar. In other words, the spatial c
straints on the pathways via clusters of different size m
affect the proton mobility.

B. Proton transfer in molecular dynamics simulations

From a simulation standpoint, one of the greatest ch
lenges to describing the transfer of a proton in a Newton
simulation is the conservation of the full charge of the io
due to the near-universal use of partial charges in molec
dynamics models.

One approach to describing the solvated proton is
treat all protons equivalently, resulting in a fully dissociab
water model. In order to conserve charge, however, e
particle must carry its full formal charge,12,13 the partial
charges must vary in some way with coordination,14 or one
must perform some sort of electronic structure calculat
during the dynamics.4 While a fully dissociable model is a
very desirable goal, those which are available in the literat
exhibit a number of undesirable features, such as poor ag
ment with experimental transport properties,13 or extreme
computational complexity.4

An alternative line of attack is to denote a subset of
protons in the sample as ‘‘special,’’ embedded in a bath
more simple model water molecules. In such a case,
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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10041J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 22, 8 June 2001 Proton transport in polarizable water
charge conservation laws can be applied in a localized re
around a special proton, reducing the complexity of
model significantly. If no opportunity is provided to ex
change a special proton with background water protons,15,16

the transport is limited to the non-Grotthus diffusion of
unique entity, resembling that of a light Li1. However, if the
identity of the special proton can be dynamically switche
the interesting features of the Grotthus mechanism can
included in the simulation~with the exception of only soli-
tonlike multiproton transfers, which are not expected to p
a significant role in the disordered liquid wat
environment17!.

Recently, empirical valence bond~EVB! methods have
been used to achieve proton exchange in such a manne5–7

In these studies, the partial charges and interaction poten
of the solvated cluster are obtained from the lowest ene
state of a Hamiltonian matrix consisting of standard inter
tion potentials and empirical off-diagonal elements. T
model we present here is similar in many respects, but dif
in key ways, allowing the efficient, full-charge, energ
conserving simulation of multiple-proton systems, includi
solvent polarization effects.

In Ref. 5, diffusion of the proton was not allowed
occur, since the proton is permanently bound between
special host water molecules. Thus, the model is not ap
cable for the measurement of long-time transport propert

In Ref. 6, energy conservation was not obtained. In
dition, proton diffusion was measured using a coordinate
noted the ‘‘charge barycenter,’’ which, being in fact the p
larization, can exhibit large fluctuations in ‘‘position’’ du
simply to reorientation of charged species, and hence co
give rise to exaggerated apparent diffusion coefficients.
nally, the requirement of 15–20 EVB states per proton p
hibits the model’s use in multiproton systems, as deta
below.

In Ref. 7, the authors carry out an extensive study w
an elaborate EVB model within a nonpolarizable wa
model. They note that nonpolarizable water models, wh
partial charges are chosen to reproduce the enhanced
densed phase dipole moment, overestimate the polariza
response to a solvated ion, and compensate by applyin
ad hoccorrection factor ofc50.76 to the Coulomb interac
tions of the solvated proton with the water environment;
effect, their solvated proton does not carry the full form
charge of11e. Their exquisite, but expensive, path-integr
treatment of the quantum nature of the nuclear modes yi
very deep insight and extremely valuable results, but,
combination with the requirement of 8–10 EVB states p
proton, prohibits the efficient application of this model
multiproton environments.

III. POLARIZABLE WATER

We introduce a flexible model for water based on t
nonpolarizable Toukan–Rahman model,18 with an imple-
mentation of high-frequency dielectric response which m
ics electronic polarizability within a classical simulation.19

Our approach avoids the complications of point dipoles
variable charges which have been used in other polariz
water models.20,12,13Our model requires no self-consisten
Downloaded 06 Mar 2006 to 130.238.197.63. Redistribution subject to AI
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loops on polarization variables, therefore allowing efficie
computation. In addition, by implementing the polarizabili
with point charges~instead of point dipoles!, we are also able
to use standard Ewald methods for long-range electrosta

The water molecule in our model has four interacti
sites, diagrammed in Fig. 1, each of which undergoes N
tonian dynamics in the MD simulation. Two of these sit
correspond to the protons in the water molecule, each ha
chargeqH510.33e and massmH51.008 amu. These ar
bound to each other and to a chargeless ‘‘oxygen’’ site w
massmO516.00 amu2mP via the intramolecular interac
tions of the Toukan–Rahman water model, which effectiv
reproduce the vibrational spectrum of water. Explicitly, th
interaction potential is given by

Vmol5
1
2a@~Dr 1!21~Dr 2!2#1 1

2b~Dr 3!2

1c~Dr 11Dr 2!Dr 31d~Dr 1Dr 2!,

whereDr 1 and Dr 2 are the stretches of O–H bond lengt
(r OH2r OH

0 ), and Dr 3 is the stretch of the H–H bond (r HH

2r HH
0 ). The chargeless oxygen site is bound to a fourth s

with massmP50.20 amu and chargeq522qH , by an inter-
action of the form

V~r OP!5 1
2k2r OP

2 1 1
4k4r OP

4 . ~1!

The dynamics of this low-mass charged site provides
‘‘inertialess’’ polarizability, intended to mimic the electroni
polarizability of the frequency domain higher than the O–
stretch frequency, in a manner very similar to that of t
Car–Parinello methods21 most often used in first-principle
dynamic simulations. The charge values were chosen to
the correct gas phase dipole moment of the water molec
with the polarization force constants and mass chosen to
good results for the structure of condensed phase water
to set the polarization response frequency region; no atte
to reproduce the complex shape of the spectrum in this
sentially quantum domain was made.

Intermolecular interactions consist solely of the Co
lomb interactions between each pair of charged particles,
the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential between oxygens

VLJ~r OO!5ALJ /r OO
12 2BLJ /r OO

6

FIG. 1. The four sites of the water molecule are shown schematically, a
with their respective charges and masses.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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from the Toukan–Rahman model. Parameters for the w
model potentials are given in Table I.

IV. THE HYDRATED PROTON

We consider a simplified model in which the solvat
proton consists of a hydronium (H3O

1) entity which may
exchange a proton with a neighboring H2O. In this model,
the hydronium interacts with other molecules~water or other
hydronium! via Coulomb interactions and an oxygen
oxygen Lennard-Jones potential; the latter is taken to h
the same parameters as for the water alone. However, pr
exchange proceeds by ‘‘mixing the identities’’ within th
H3O

1 – H2O transferring cluster, as described in detail b
low. The model thus rests on the picture of an isolated
dronium ion and a dynamic hydronium–water interaction

A. The isolated hydronium

The isolated H3O
1 model consists of five interactio

sites. Three of these sites correspond to the protons in
hydronium, each having chargeqH510.33e and massmH

51.008 amu, as in the water molecule. These three sites
bound to each other and to an ‘‘oxygen’’ site, with ma
mO516.00 amu2mP, via the intramolecular potentials from
the EVB model of Ref. 7. These are a Morse O–H poten

VOH~ROH!5COH~12e2aOH~ROH2ROH
0

!!2

and a harmonicH–O–H angular potential

VHOH~a!5 1
2ka~a2a0!2.

The oxygen site is bound to a ‘‘polarization’’ site exactly
in the water model described above, i.e., via Eq.~1!. The
oxygen site and polarization site carry the same masses
the water molecule. The polarization site carries the sa
charge as in water; thus, in order to maintain the net11e
charge of the hydronium, the hydronium oxygen site carr
a nonzero chargeqO, in contrast with the chargeless wat
oxygen site.~See Fig. 2.!

The choice of charge on the proton sites, in combinat
with the parameters of the polarization degrees of freed
has a profound influence on hydrogen bonding. The cho
to have equal charges on the proton sites in both the isol
water and hydronium molecules was made for a numbe
reasons. Not least is the desire to treat the solvated proto

TABLE I. Parameters of the water model.

qH 10.33e
qO 0
qP 20.66e
k2 110.08 kcal mole21 Å22

k4 2444.26 kcal mole21 Å24

a 9.331 mdyn Å21 a

b 2.283 mdyn Å21 a

c 21.469 mdyn Å21 a

d 0.776 mdyn Å21 a

r OH
0 1.000 Åa

r HH
0 1.633 Åa

ALJ 1895.38 (e2/Å)Å 12 a

BLJ 1.884 (e2/Å)Å 6 a

aReference 18.
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as equal footing as possible as the background protons. P
tically, this choice also simplifies the charge switching fun
tions, as described in the next section. Primarily, howev
the choice was determined by the fact that we found
could achieve good small cluster and bulk structural and
ergetic results with this choice.

B. The mixing of charges: switching function

At any given time in the simulation, the solvated hydr
nium is partnered, in our model, with a neighboring wa
molecule to form a cluster in which proton transfer may ta
place, denoted hereafter the ‘‘transferring cluster.’’ Althou
defined stoichiometrically as H5O2

1, this cluster is not limited
to the Zundel cation structure, as described below.

Within a single transferring cluster, we take the part
charges on the hydronium and partner water molecule to
function of the proton transfer coordinate

Q[uRO* Hu2uROHu, ~2!

where O* and O are the oxygen sites of the hydronium a
water molecule, respectively~similar functions have been
used in Refs. 5, 41 and elsewhere!. Because we have chose
the hydrogen and polarization site charge to be the sam
both the water and hydronium molecules, the charge swi
ing takes place only on the oxygen sites. These dyna
charges are given in terms of the isolated water and hyd
nium model charges via

q̃O* 5@12 f ~Q!#qO* 1 f ~Q!qO,

q̃O5@12 f ~Q!#qO1 f ~Q!qO* .

The function f (Q) is taken to be equal to 0 forQ,2Q0 ,
and equal to 1 forQ.1Q0 . For Q in the range2Q0,Q
,Q0 , the functionf (Q) is taken to be a polynomial which
smoothly varies between value 0 atQ52Q0 and value 1 for
Q51Q0 ; explicitly,

FIG. 2. The five sites of the hydronium model are shown schematica
along with their respective charges and masses.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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f ~Q!5
1

2
1

a

5 S Q
Q0

D 5

2
2a

3 S Q
Q0

D 3

1aS Q
Q0

D ~3!

with a515/16 required to obtain the61 limits, andQ0 a
parameter which determines the length scale of the switch
function. A plot of f (Q) is shown Fig. 3.

The use of a charge switching function requires, for
conservation of energy, the calculation of forces on partic
due to these extra degrees of freedom. That is, the forc
particle j becomes

F j52
]V

]xj
2(

k
S ]V

]qk
D S dqk

d f D S d f

dQD S dQ
dxj

D
with the summation technically over all other sitesk; how-
ever, since, by the rules of the game,dqk /d f is zero for all
particles outside the transferring cluster, this calculation is
fact not particularly expensive.

C. The mixing of potentials: matrix elements
and diagonalization

Within the cluster, the interaction potentials are mix
according to a diagonalization procedure very similar to t
used in a global EVB model. We take the interaction ene
to be the lowest surface of the matrix

FVi~$R%! L~Q!

L~Q! Vf~$R%!
G .

Here i and f stand for the ‘‘initial’’ and ‘‘final’’ states at a
fixed set of positions$R%: In the initial state,Vi is the energy
of the cluster calculated under the assumption that the s
in the molecule which is ‘‘water’’ interact as in the wate
model, while the ‘‘hydronium’’ sites interact as in the hydr
nium model; in the final state, the molecule which is ‘‘w
ter’’ is combined with the transferring proton and undergo
hydronium-model interactions, whereas the molecule labe
‘‘hydronium’’ is separated from its proton and undergo
water-model interactions. These situations are outlined
Fig. 4.

FIG. 3. The form of the charge switching polynomialf (Q) ~solid! and the
matrix element polynomialL(Q) ~dashed! are shown, with parametersL0 ,
Q0 , andQ1 set to 1 for display purposes.
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L(Q) is an empirical matrix element, which we take
be a function of the proton transfer variableQ defined in Eq.
~2!. The functionL(Q) is taken to be equal to 0 forQ,
2Q1 andQ.1Q1 . For Q in the range2Q1,Q,Q1 , the
function L(Q) is taken to be a polynomial which smooth
goes to value 0 atQ56Q1 ; explicitly,

L~Q!5L0F S Q
Q1

D 4

22S Q
Q1

D 2

11G
with L0 andQ1 parameters which set the strength and wid
of the matrix element. A plot ofL(Q)/L0 is shown Fig. 3.

We wish to emphasize that the interactions of t
charged sites within the transferring cluster with the sites
molecules external to the cluster are fully determined by
procedure described in the preceding section, and that
matrix diagonalization described here involves only loc
bonding interactions. It is this ‘‘locality’’ of the charge
switching function which allows our model to be efficient
used in multiproton environments. In contrast, in a fu
‘‘global’’ EVB model, charges on the sites in a transferrin
cluster are determined by a matrix diagonalization proced
in which the matrix elements depend on the charge stat
other transferring clusters in the system. This is naturall
more precise description, but in a multiproton system the
of the global EVB framework requires an expensive se
consistency loop at each time step. Avoiding it means
approximation~of uncontrolled accuracy! similar to the qua-
sichemical~Bethe! approximation in statistical physics.

D. The partnering process

The solvation shell of the hydronium ion consists no
mally of three water molecules, as shown in Fig. 5. In t
model, each of these waters is a potential receptor of a pro
from a hydronium, and, once a proton has been transfe
the waters neighboring the newly formed hydronium beco
potential receptors, thus allowing full, democratic diffusio

FIG. 4. The ‘‘initial’’ and ‘‘final’’ states of the transferring cluster Hamil-
tonian are shown schematically. Interactions of the hydronium model
schematically indicated using solid lines, with those of the water by das
lines.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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of the solvated proton. However, only one proton in a giv
proton transfer cluster may be in the transferring processat a
given time: we have no means of accounting for virtual OH2

states. In general, we assume that the water molecule clo
to the hydronium, i.e., with the shortest oxygen–oxygen d
tance, is the most likely candidate where the proton can
transferred to, and this molecule is assigned as a par
When the dynamically changing values ofL andf as a func-
tion of proton transfer coordinateQ are nonzero, however
switching the partner would lead to a discontinuous inter
tion potential, and hence a loss of energy conservat
Therefore, we restrict partner switching to the times wh
these values reside at zero. This is equivalent to saying
partner switching can only take place in a transferring clus
configuration corresponding to a ‘‘pure’’ hydronium ion an
water molecule.

In practice, the partnering proceeds as follows: A s
vated proton is introduced into a bath of water molecules
the form of an H3O

1 ion. The three nearest-neighbor wate
are identified, and the closest water is taken as the partn
form the transferring cluster. The simulation proceeds un
the dynamics of the interaction potentials described abov
the hydronium proton facing the partner water is successf
transferred, that partner water molecule becomes a hy
nium entity in the simulation, and its neighboring wate
~including the former hydronium! are now identified as po
tential partners. If the transferring cluster fluctuates inst
to a configuration wheref (Q) and L(Q) are zero, i.e., the
transferring proton returns to its host hydronium, the th

FIG. 5. A hydronium ion~center! is shown solvated by three water mo
ecules. The solid rectangle indicates the hydronium-water pair formin
‘‘transferring cluster.’’ The dotted rectangles indicate the alternative clus
which would form during the simulation if their partnering criteria were
become more favorable, as discussed in the text.
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possible partners are re-evaluated, and the nearest wa
chosen as the next partner.

This process gives a well-defined procedure throu
which the solvated proton may be exchanged with ba
ground protons and undergo energy-conserving Grott
transport. However, these simplifying assumptions in wh
only one proton undergoes potential transfer at any gi
time not only might reduce the observed transport propert
but also introduce more fundamental physical issues
asymmetry in the treatment of the solvated and backgro
protons and hysteresis of the potential energy surface.
model is correct only to the extent that the effects of the
assumptions are small.

E. Parameter choices

Generally, the length scalesQ0 andQ1 for the switching
function and matrix element, respectively, need to be su
ciently large to give a smooth transition in the interactio
during proton transfer. However, the requirement thatf (Q)
andL(Q) be zero when switching partners constrains th
parameters: the length scales must be short enough for
configurations to not be so rare that they limit transport. T
size ofQ0 relative toQ1 has been adjusted to obtain overa
smoothness in interactions during a transfer. The final f
parameter, the matrix element magnitudeL0 , is the deter-
mining factor in the energy of the H5O2

1 small cluster but has
negligible effect on that of the H9O4

1 cluster, in which no
proton is transferring.L0 was adjusted to give reasonab
structure and formation energies for small (H1)(H2O)n clus-
ters, and to maximize the bulk proton transfer rate at 300
given the other constraints.

V. SIMULATION DETAILS

Simulations are performed in an NVE ensemble us
the Verlet algorithm, with equilibration to the desired tem
perature carried out by occasional velocity rescaling dur
preliminary molecular dynamics runs. We present results
systems containing 100 water molecules~‘‘pure water’’!, as
well as for systems containing 99 water molecules and
hydronium molecule. In all cases, the cell is a cube with s
length 14.41 Å, long-range electrostatics are calculated u
standard Ewald methods,22 and the simulation time step i
0.25 femtosecond. For the ‘‘hydrated proton’’ system, p
rameters for the proton transfer are given in Table II, allo

a
rs

TABLE II. Parameters of the proton model.

qH 10.33e
qO* 10.67e
qP 20.66e
COH 266.3 kcal mol21a

aOH 1.285 Å21a

ROH
0 0.98 Åa

ka 73.27 kcal mol21 rad22a

a0 116.0 dega

L0 3.10 eV
Q0 0.50 Å
Q1 0.55 Å

aReference 7.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ing the proton to be exchanged with solvating ‘‘partne
molecules as described above. For ‘‘classical H3O

1-ion’’
systems, the transferring cluster mixing parametersL0 , Q0 ,
andQ1 are set to zero to prohibit proton transfer, while r
taining the pure hydronium dynamics. Statistical averag
was carried out by performing eight parallel simulation ru
starting from independent initial conditions for runs of 50
150 picoseconds each, giving a total averaging time of 0
1.2 nanosecond per system. Calculations were carried ou
a Cray T3E of the von Neumann Institute of Applied Mat
ematics at the Research Center ‘‘Juelich.’’

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structure

Figure 6 shows the radial distribution functions calc
lated in a simulation cell containing only water, at tempe
ture 300 K. It can be seen that the structure of water in
model is very well maintained with respect to its unpolar
able parent, the Toukan–Rahman model.18 This is demon-
strated, for example, in the first oxygen–oxygen peak
maining at 2.8 Å and the first intermolecular oxygen
hydrogen peak being obtained at 1.75 Å; also, k
coordination numbers are obtained at the appropriate
tances. A difference worth remarking upon, however, is t
the oxygen–oxygen peak appears somewhat broadene
the current work, which is a sign of enhanced water mobil
as detailed below.

In Table III we report on the structure and formatio
energies of the prototypical small protonated clusters H5O2

1

and the threefold-symmetric H9O4
1. The results obtained ar

in quite reasonable agreement withab initio and other calcu-
lations considering the simplicity of the model.19,7 In Fig. 7,
we show the radial distribution function for water solvatin
the hydronium molecule at 300 K, with proton hopping d
abled as described above.~Such a plot is difficult to make
with hopping enabled, due to the exchange of species’ id
tities inherent in the Grotthus mechanism.! The hydronium is
correctly solvated by three water molecules, with t
oxygen–oxygen peak near 2.55 Å.

B. Kinetic properties

We calculate the self-diffusion coefficient for water mo
ecules, for the classical H3O

1 ion, and the solvated proton
For computational convenience~due to the relatively large
number of water molecules in the simulation!, the diffusion
coefficient of water was calculated using the oxygen veloc
autocorrelation function as

D5
1

3 E0

`

^vW ~0!vW ~ t !&dt,

where^¯& is an ensemble average. The diffusion coefficie
of the classical H3O

1 and proton were more convenient
measured using the positions via

D5 lim
t→`

^DxW2&
6t

.
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While the coordinate of the classical H3O
1 needs no expla-

nation, it must be defined for the solvated proton. Here
use the coordinate

xW5@12 f ~Q!#xWO* 1 f ~Q!xWO

FIG. 6. The radial distribution functions~a! gOO(r ) for oxygen–oxygen,~b!
gOH(r ) oxygen–hydrogen, and~c! gHH(r ) hydrogen–hydrogen are show
for the model water at 300 K. The strong intramolecular O–H peak in~b!
has been removed for display purposes. Solid lines show smooth curve
the simulation data~points!, while dotted lines indicate the running integra
tion number. Arrows indicate the positions at which key coordination nu
bers are obtained.~Compare with Fig. 1 in Ref. 18.!
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to describe the position, wheref (Q) is the charge switching
function defined in Eq.~3! This definition corresponds to th
position of the host oxygen in the case of a hydroniuml
configuration, and gives a smooth interpolation towards
receptor oxygen for intermediate values off. ~In contrast
with the ‘‘charge barycenter’’ polarization coordinate of Re
6, our coordinate choice, always lying between the two o
gens, is not subject to exaggerated apparent motion
merely to polarization rearrangement, and hence give
more realistic picture of the position of the transferring p
ton.! The diffusion coefficient was found to converge we
~i.e., ^DxW2&/6t becoming constant! within a 25 picosecond
averaging window.

In Fig. 8, we show the simulation results for the diff
sion coefficient for each species as a function of abso
temperatureT, along with fits to the Arrhenius form

D5D0e2E/kBT. ~4!

The activation energiesE obtained from these fits are give
in Table IV. It can be seen that, due to the Grotthus hopp
the transport of the solvated proton is significantly faster th
that of the classical diffusion of the H3O

1 ion. The activation
energy for the proton, at 0.11 eV, is in excellent agreem
with the experimental result of 0.107 eV for this temperatu
range.23 However, we note that the absolute value of t
proton diffusion coefficient is approximately half of th
which is obtained experimentally, while the diffusion of w
ter itself is significantly higher than that of real water; t
activation energy for water, at 0.07 eV, is also lower than

FIG. 7. The hydronium–water oxygen–oxygen radial distribution funct
gO* O(r ) and the corresponding integrated coordination number is shown
the hydronium ion at 300 K. The arrow indicates the position (RO* O

52.85 Å) at which the coordination number 3 is obtained.

TABLE III. Formation energies and distances obtained for small clus
using the model.

E ~kcal mole21! ROO ~Å! ROH ~Å!

H5O2
1 30.6 2.41 1.205

H9O4
1 68.3 2.55 1.008
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experimental value of 0.170 eV.23 We discuss these discrep
ancies and potential solutions for them in more detail in
conclusion section.

We calculate infrared spectra for the system using
current–current autocorrelation function, where the curren
defined as

JW5(
i

S qi

dxW i

dt
1

dqi

dt
xW i D ,

the second term being nonzero with the varying charges
side a proton transfer cluster. In Fig. 9, we plot the Four

or

FIG. 8. ~a! An Arrhenius plot of the self-diffusion coefficientsD of the
solvated proton~crosses, data; fit, solid line! and the classical H3O

1 ~3,
data; fit, dashed line! as measured in simulation. Proton hopping gives
clear enhancement to the motion of the solvated charge. The activa
energy for the solvated proton agrees with the experimental value, bu
absolute value is lower than expected~Ref. 23!. ~b! The same plot as in~a!,
but for the water molecule. The diffusion coefficient for water is larger, a
activation energy lower, than that obtained in experiment~Ref. 23!. The
corresponding activation energies for all species are given in Table IV.

s

TABLE IV. Diffusion activation energies for 300 K,T,400 K.

Simulation Experimenta

Proton 0.11 eV 0.107 eV
Hydronium 0.07 eV
Water 0.07 eV 0.170 eV

aReference 23.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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transform of the autocorrelation function̂JW (0)JW (t)&v /v
with JW being the total current in the sample. For comparis
we also plot the data using only the currentJWH , in which we
count only the current due to the motion of the molecu
within the transferring cluster, in order to highlight the spe
tral structure due to the solvated proton. It can be seen
the vibrational spectrum for water maintains the good agr
ment with the parent Toukan–Rahman model. The solva
charge gives, in addition to the expected hydronium pe
near 1500 and 3500 cm21, a broad peak between 2000 an
3000 cm21 due to the transferring proton. We note th
frequency-dependent conductivity of the sample may be
tained from such data via the Kubo formula,24 but also that in
this high-frequency region, quantum corrections must
made to symmetrize the response.25–27 Given the simplified,
classical nature of the model, we have not carried out su
detailed analysis here.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented a model for the solvated pro
which is simple and efficient, yet able to reproduce the f
tures which make aqueous proton transport differ from c
sical ionic diffusion. Water molecules are flexible and pol
izable, without sacrificing the simplicity of point charges f
long-range electrostatic calculations, nor introducing exp
sive self-consistency loops, nor requiring non-Newtonian
namics. The solvated proton is implemented in a man
which allows the transport of the full formal ionic charg
while conserving charge and energy. The ‘‘local’’ nature
the algorithm allows for the efficient simulation of multiple
proton systems. The proton displays a significantly enhan
diffusion over the classical, vehicle-assisted diffusion of h
dronium, which can only be attributed to hopping, Grotthu
mechanism transport. The activation energy of proton dif
sion was able to be measured by direct simulations at var
temperatures, and is found to be in excellent agreement
experiment.

FIG. 9. We plot the infrared spectra^J(0)J(t)&v /v for the solvated proton
system using the total currentJ ~dashed line! and the currentJH from the
transferring cluster alone~solid line!, as discussed in the text. Peaks label
‘‘H2O’’ correspond to water frequencies, while peaks labeled ‘‘H1’’ cor-
respond to those of species in the transferring cluster.
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There are, however, some caveats with the model
particular, the high diffusion constant of the water indica
that there is room for improvement in our parametrization
is very likely that, in combination with the~unchanged! in-
termolecular Lennard-Jones parameters from the Touk
Rahman model, the shift of weight of the electrostatic
sponse from low to high frequency region due to t
polarization has reduced the activation energy for wa
transport. We expect that the polarization and intermolecu
interaction parameters can be modified to improve the
havior of the water model without destroying the succes
of the solvated proton model, and look forward to doing

The proton transport, while clearly enhanced by prot
hopping, remains in absolute value somewhat lower than
obtained experimentally. To some extent this may be due
the simplicity of the proton hopping model, in particular th
requirement that changing partner water molecules only
curs when the charge switching functionf (Q) and matrix
elementL(Q) are zero. Extending the model to allow simu
taneous fractional charge and potential mixing with mo
than one neighboring water, without requiring the expli
modeling of the OH2 anion, is possible, though perhap
cumbersome; this is, however, the natural path via wh
charge distribution over larger regions~i.e., H9O4

1! can be
incorporated. The latter will offer a larger number of e
trance and exit terminals in the proton transferring clus
which could increase the pre-exponential factor in the pro
mobility, while retaining the same, correct value of the ac
vation energy. In addition, quantum tunneling effects a
corrections due to zero point vibration energy levels for
protons in local wells which are expected to increase
proton hopping rate,7,28–33 have not been explicitly consid
ered here.

Our results are consistent with the contemporary the
of proton transfer in condensed media,34–43 in which the
Franck–Condon factor determines the activation energy
proton mobility. Namely, if the contribution from the slow
nuclear modes of water is misleadingly large in an M
model, the model will not be able to give a correct value
the activation energy. Separation between the fast and s
degrees of freedom with respect to the moving proton he
to understand which modes do form the Franck–Condon
rier. MD models of water which do not have fast, ‘‘inertia
less’’ polarizability typically overweigh the spectrum of th
slow modes, being intended, e.g., to reproduce the cor
value of dielectric constant, with no explicit account of ele
tronic degrees of freedom involved. Such models are pred
tined to give an incorrectly large contribution to the activ
tion energy.

In future work, we will further tune and extend th
model to better reproduce the water dynamics and the
exponential factor of proton diffusion, and look forward
applying it to the proton-rich environment of proton e
change membrane systems for which the model was
signed.
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